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Wooden Hangers Wholesale:

Wooden hangers are in great demand. They give an elegant and professional look to the apparel
business. They exude luxury and display clothing in such a manner that it appears appealing to the
consumer. If one decides to use them, buying them wholesale is the best thing to do as it saves a
lot of money while making the business look elegant and respectable.

There are a wide range of wooden hangers wholesale for the customer to choose from. Whether it
is to hang robes or business suits, there are different styles available to meet the customers taste
and purpose and thatâ€™s too at a reasonable rate.

Types of Wooden hangers:

â€¢	Natural wood hangers: These are well constructed with a natural hardwood finish and a space
saving body. Multiple coatings of lacquer give it a smooth finish and prevent splintering. It has
notches for hanging straps, non slip bars for hanging pants and clear anti stain cushion clips. These
are designed keeping in every detail and quality. These can come in the walnut chrome finish and
walnut brass finish as well.

â€¢	Espresso wood hangers: These are made from the finest hardwoods and are beautiful, durable
and well constructed. Each piece is finished with  modern matte coating and brushed chrome
hardware with a European ball and swivel hook. It has notches for hanging straps and thick
shoulders for hanging coats, non slip bar for hanging pants, and anti stain cushions clips. Altogether
they have a classy look.

â€¢	Cherry wood Hangers: These are chrome polished and are suitable for traveling sales people,
retail stores and trade shows. They are space saving, economical, easy to carry and durable. The
swivel neck design makes them easy to maneuver in small places.

â€¢	Cedar wood hangers: These hangers freshen and protect the garments by absorbing moisture and
odors. They are made from authentic uncoated cedar wood and polished chrome hardware. These
have smooth shoulders perfect for suits, non slip bars and anti stain cushion clips.
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For more information on a wholesale wooden hangers, check out the info available online; these will
help you learn to find the a wooden hangers wholesale!
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